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It Can Be Simple
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Presented by Jamie Liberatore



Agenda

Who is Jamie and why should you listen to what she says?

Artist Branding:  What is it and why does it matter?

Marketing:  Building a strategy and a plan

It’s Not Complicated:  Using Canva to simplify your advertising



By Day:  Learning Management System 
Administrator and Instructional Designer

Jamie Liberatore

By Night:  Mom, wife, daughter, caregiver, dog mom, 
volunteer for Brandywine Hundred Fire Company, and 
volunteer Board Member of Jester Artspace, lead 
volunteer of the Marketing and Communications 
Committee for Jester Artspace 

Before today:  B.S. Digital Communications, Marketing 
(Minors: Art Studio, Business); involved in designing 
things since graduation



So what’s up with that old house?
Drywall is finished.  The second bathroom is started.  
Painting has started.  Flooring is being installed at the 
end of the month.  We are hopeful to hold a welcoming 
event with the community in the Spring.



Que s tions  a bout 
Ja mie  or Je s te r Artspa ce

Then we can move onto why we’re really here ...



What is Branding?

A Bra n d  is “a public image, 
reputation, or identity conceived 
of as something to be marketed 
or promoted” according to 
Merrium Webster and Bra n d in g  is 
“the promoting of a product or 
service by identifying it with a 
particular brand”.

Im age : 80 s  Art  In s t it u t e  o f Ch icago  t -sh irt  wit h  
facs im ile  s ign a t u re s  o f m an y fam o us  a rt is t s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before the internet was popular because everyone here is older than the internet being a thing, the artist signature and the way they manipulated mediums was their signature.  That was it, and it was their only chance.  Now we have social media, websites, advertisements for print, the radio, and the television, and so many more ways that people see who we are and what we do.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/brand


Name That Company

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let's play a little game:On this slide are 8 logos from in the local area, some belonging to people in this room.  We're just gonna take a few minutes and see if any can name which person, business, or institute the logos belong too. Logo (l to r) top:Candlelight TheaterJester ArtspaceDDOABrandywine River MuseumMoonloop PhotographyBuzz Ware Village CenterDouble Spiral ChocolatesDelaware Contemporary



Why Should You Care?

What is the public image you have?

Is that the image you want to have?

What are the things you can do to 
change that image?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Public image: When is the last time you read a review?  Are you collecting reviews?  Are they positive or negative?  Is that what you want?  What do you think you can do to change that?  Can you hold other events?  Is there another way you can put you and your work in front of people to get reviews?



Pieces of Branding to worry about:

• Your Artist Signature

• Colors

• Fonts

• Line spacing

• Layouts

• Image stylization

• Language choices

Branding to Change Public Image

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Yes I know it's 2024 but an Artist Signature is still important but so are the colors, the fonts, the line spacing and use of white space, the layouts, the image stylization, and the language choices - are you Dear Abby Formally Polite or a little more casual, do you use what some folks refer to as "trucker" language, do you intersperse terms from a secondary language like Spanish or Greek?  These are the active choices you make about how you present yourself and your brand and ultimately these are things that make you memorable.  These are the things that will make it easy to figure out who you are later.  Highly recommend you use a tool to make it easier!



Branding and Marketing

How do they go together?

Where do you go from here?  

Strategy and Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we've talked about branding and establishing that singular identity that is just you as an artist but how does that lend itself to marketing?  Well it gives you the base to start with but you'll need a strategy and a plan.A marketing strategy is a long-term vision outlining a business's value proposition to its customers. Rather than describing the concrete actions required in specific advertising campaigns, marketing strategies are a compass used to guide marketing efforts.  Without a defined strategy, you’ll essentially be throwing things at the wall to see what sticks. And that process will cost you money, time, and resources.  Your strategy will offer direction, target the right audience, build your brand identity, and maximize return on investment of time and money. A marketing plan is your place to document the process of defining and implementing your marketing strategy and creating a roadmap of the actual steps you will take to make things happen. This will help keep you on track and measure the success of your campaigns.



Marketing Strategy

There are 7 key pieces to your marketing strategy:

•  Marketing Mix

•  Marketing Objectives - SMART

•  Marketing Budget

•  Competitive Analysis

•  Segmentation, targeting, and positioning

•  Content Creation

•  Metrics and Key Performance Indicators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 7 key pieces to your strategy:The marketing mix is the preliminary document you must create to understand what you will be marketing (you and your art), where you’ll be marketing it (social media, print, radio, etc.), and how you’ll be marketing it (images, video, etc.).  Your marketing objectives or goals will inform other components of the plan, including the budget and content creation process. You want to make SMART goals.  SMART, as I'm sure some of you are familiar with stands for: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time-Bound.   We'll define these a bit more in just a minute.You need a budget.  How much money can you or do you want to spend to get the word out?  There are times when boosting content on social media is worth it like for a new show opening or a new collection being finished and times when it's not like January when everyone is broke from the holidays.  You'll also want to include any software that you use, like Canva Pro, in your budget as well. You need to do an analysis of your competition.  What is your competition?  You need to know if anyone else does what you do, who they are targeting, if and where you overlap, and are you making yourself stand out and be different from them. Segmentation, targeting, and positioning is the process of delivering more relevant, personalized messages to target audiences. Basically, rather than publishing posts and advertisements on a whim and screaming into the void, you’ll go through a methodical process for creating content that resonates with your target audience.  This is going to sound a bit circular but when we get to content creation but we don't just create content to have content.  It has to be strategic.  You want content that creates a solve for the customer, and you want to try to capitalize on emerging trends so that your brand enjoys high visibility.Last but not least, your marketing strategy must include metrics and key performance indicators or KPIs to understand how well your strategies are working. The KPIs you choose will vary depending on your preferred customer acquisition channels.  We'll cover several KPIs in a few slides.



Marketing SMART

Knowing what you 
will do and how

Having a precise 
way to measure

Being able to 
visualize the path

Being able to 
visualize the results

Having a timeline 
for achievement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay so we're going to circle back to your marketing objectives and making SMART goals.  SMART stand for: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time-Bound.  Specific is not "I want to sell more art".  It's more like "I want to sell 30 paintings".  A specific goal makes your next steps clearer or, at the very least, narrows down the next steps you are going to take.  When a goal is measurable, you can easily track your progress. Typically, this means that a number will be attached to your goal. In addition to giving you something to strive toward, you'll be able to celebrate a victory when you reach the final benchmark.Big aspirations are admirable, but it's important to balance long-term goals with more achievable, short-term goals. Setting attainable goals is all about looking at what you've done so far and adjusting your goals to be more realistic in relation to those benchmarks.  As you get started you wouldn't say I want to sell 30 painting next month, you would give yourself something more that's just a little bit more than you do now and work your way up to 30 paintings next month. Realistic goals will help you move in the direction you truly desire. You can allocate your time to an infinite amount of activities, but which activities will push you closest to your ultimate goals? To ensure our goal is realistic, you need to ask yourselves if following through on this goal will help you get to where you want to be.  Ask yourself if the goal you've set will create a real impact on your overarching targets, then adapt it or identify a way to track its impact if the answer is currently no.The final letter of the SMART acronym stands for time-bound. You should always aim to accomplish your goal within a specific time period. Adding a time frame will motivate you to take consistent steps every day toward your goal. In addition, setting a timeline or time boundaries allows you to track how much progress you've made toward your goal based on the amount of time that's passed.



Marketing Segmentation, Targeting, and 
Positioning 

• Identify your target audience

• Target a segment of your target 

audience

• Position your brand alongside other 

brands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During the segmentation, targeting, and positioning process, you’ll take three steps:Identify your target audience. This process not only entails interviewing your current customers, but carrying out market research  to make sure you have a deep understanding of who your buyers are, your specific market, and what influences the purchase decisions and behavior of your target audience members and creating buyer personas which help you understand your current and prospective customers better, making it easier for you to tailor your content, messaging, product development, and services to meet your target audience's specific needs, behaviors, and concerns.  Your persona should include basic demographics like age, income, job, career path, family composition, communication preferences,   preferred social media channels, and more!  Target a segment of your target audience. It’s best to speak to a narrow group of highly qualified buyers than to send your message out to everyone. Position your brand alongside other brands. What do you do better than your competitors? It’s essential to map this information when creating a marketing strategy. Make a side by side comparison of strengths and weaknesses.  You can see some of the measurable items of their marketing plan including follows and reactions pretty easily.  



•  State your business's mission

•  Determine the KPIs for this mission

•  Identify your buyer personas

•  Describe your content initiatives and strategies

•  Clearly define your plan's omissions

•  Define your marketing budget

•  Identify your competition

•  Outline your plan's contributors and their responsibilities.

Marketing Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay quick summary of the things that go in your Marketing Plan:State your mission.  Keep this to a simple statement about the goals, values, and objectives of your organization. It helps you respond to change and make decisions that align with your vision. This brief description also helps customers, employees, and leadership understand the organization's top priorities.Every good marketing plan describes how the department will track its mission‘s progress. Yes we're back on Key Performance Indicators.  There is a lot of repetitive overlap in strategy and planning.  We'll talk more on KPIs literally on the next slide. Yes buyer personas again.  Remember a buyer persona is a description of who you want to attract. This can include age, sex, location, family size, and job title. Each buyer persona should directly reflect your business's current and potential customers. Because there's a laundry list of content types and channels available to you today, you must choose wisely and explain how you'll use your content and channels in this section of your marketing plan.  This is the section to stipulate: Which types of content you'll create. These might include blog posts, YouTube videos, infographics, and ebooks. How much of it you'll create. You want to describe content volume in daily, weekly, monthly, or even quarterly intervals. The goals (and KPIs) you'll use to track each type.  Your goals should also include which pages you want to drive that traffic to, such as product pages, blog pages, or landing pages.The channels on which you'll distribute you content. Are you going to use Facebook, Twitter or X, LinkedIn, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram, TikTok, or Threads. Define any paid advertising that will take place on these channels. Define your plan's omissions: If there are other aspects of your business that you aren't serving in this particular plan, include them in this section. These omissions help to justify your mission, buyer personas, KPIs, and content. You can’t please everyone in a single marketing campaign, and if you aren't on the hook for something, you need to make it known.Budget:  Answer the question: "What the heck did I spend all that money on?" This means defining everything you pay for to achieve marketing from software, to freelance fees, to sponsorships, or a new full-time marketing hire.  Back to research:  Part of marketing is knowing whom you're marketing against. Research the key players in your industry and consider profiling each one. Keep in mind not every competitor will pose the same challenges to your business. For example, while one competitor might be ranking highly on search engines using search engine optimization for keywords you want your website to rank for, another competitor might have a heavy footprint on a social network where you plan to launch an account.Do you have help?  This last bit is where you explain who’s doing what.  Is someone else in charge of creating specific content types, monitoring and posting on specific channels, tracking the KPIs, etc.  This just ensures that everyone is on the same page about responsibilities.  It's okay to not have help but to spell out all these things to help you create a specific to do list too!



KPI Examples 

• Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

• Lifetime Value of a Customer (LTV)

• Return on Investment (ROI)

• Return on Ad Spend (ROAS)

• Marketing Qualified Leads (MQL)

• Sales Qualified Leads (SQL)

• Follower Growth              

• Conversion Rate 

• Website Visitors              

• Social Media Engagement              

• Referral Traffic

• Net Promoter Score (NPS)

• Organic Traffic

• Event Attendance

• Customer Retention

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KPI Examples                                      Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) measures the amount of money it takes to convert a potential lead into a customer.Lifetime Value of a Customer (LTV) indicates the total amount of revenue a business can expect to make from a single customer. Return on Investment (ROI) in marketing refers to the amount of money you gain compared to the marketing cost. Return on Ad Spend (ROAS) measures the revenue that's generated compared to every dollar you spend on an advertising campaign. It's usually a ratio.Marketing Qualified Leads (MQL) is a person that has engaged with your company and could become a more serious prospect if you nurture that relationship. Sales Qualified Leads (SQL) is a prospective customer that's ready to talk to someone about a purchase.Follower Growth is tracking the number of people who follow your various social media channels.Conversion Rate is the percentage of visitors who complete a desired action. The desired action could be anything from completing an online form to signing up for a service or purchasing a product.  It can let you know how successful you are at attracting leads. Website Visitors can track the success of several campaigns. For instance, if you're tracking organic web traffic, then you'll be measuring the effectiveness of your SEO. On the other hand, if you're tracking web visitors from social media, then you could use web visitors to see how many referrals your social team sends to your site.       Social Media Engagement tracks likes, shares, comments, messages, tags, or mentions. Any way that a customer is interacting with you, you can count as engagement. Measuring the engagement levels can help you analyze the success of your social media posts.    Referral Traffic tracks where your web visitors are coming from.  This helps you track where your web visitors are coming from so you can better focus your marketing strategy. Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a way to measure customer satisfaction. This metric will give you direct, actionable feedback and insights from your customers. Sending out surveys after checkout, or after events is a simple way to collect this information. Organic Traffic is where you can see how well your company is ranking on search engines for certain keywords. You'll generally need an Search Engine Optimization tool like Google Analytics or Google Business Profile. Event Attendance will let you know how well your marketing did at attracting people to your event.Customer Retention is tracking repeat buyers and visitors and preventing them from switching to a competitor. This helps you better understand your customers, so you can market to them better with more personalized messaging and adjusting your personas. 



Content Strategy

• Who will be reading your content?

• What problem are you solving for your audience?

• What makes you unique?

• What content format will you focus on?

• What channels will you publish on?

• How will you manage content creation and publication?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reading: Who's the target audience for your content? For how many audiences are you creating content?Just as your business might have more than one type of customer, your content strategy can cater to more than one type of user. Using a variety of content types and channels will help you deliver content that's tailored to each persona.Problem:  Your product or service solves a problem you know your audience has. By the same token, your content coaches and educates your audience through this problem as they begin to notice and address it.  Do they need art over their mantel place?  Do they need something for the entry way wall?  Do they need you to create something custom to fill a certain space?Unique:  Your competitors likely have a similar product as yours, which means your potential customers need to know what makes yours better — or, at least, different. Maybe your main asset is that your company has been established for many years. Or perhaps you have a unique brand voice that makes you stand out from your competitors. Formats:  To figure out what formats to focus on, you need to meet your audience where they are. While you may to tempted to launch a podcast since it's grown so much in the last few years, or launch a YouTube channel, find out first where your audience lives. Otherwise, you may waste time creating content that either won't reach your audience or capture their attention. Channels:  Just as you can create content in different formats, you'll also have various channels you can publish to, from your website to social media. This part of your content strategy, again, will show where your audience lives. If your audience prefers long-form video content, you may opt to publish your content on YouTube. If you have a younger audience that likes quick content, you may opt for TikTok and Instagram.  Creation and publication:  Figuring out how you'll create and publish all your content can be a daunting task. Before you execute, it's important to establish: Who's creating what, where it's being published, and when it's going live. You may want to consider planning a content calendar so you can easily visualize your company's message and assert yourself as an authority in your market over time plus use tools to create and schedule those posts in advance. 



There are options:

• Canva (my favorite!)

• Photoshop and Illustrator

• Inkscape - good for vector drawings

• PicMonkey - edit your images, templates

• Lightroom - photo editing

• Google One - photo editing

• Microsoft Publisher - the oldie but solid choice

Tools to Help!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaking of tools, there are lots of options on the internet depending on whether you can or want to pay for things.These are a few tools used by folks who I talk to regularly, although the rest of our discussion today will focus on my favorite Canva. 



Cloud based - it goes everywhere!  It stores 

everything!

Extensive stock image library plus templates for 

everything!

If you upgrade:

Brand kit - keep colors, fonts, templates, logos, photos, and more!

AI Tools for corrections and editing  

And more!

Why Canva?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Free and paid versions!  Both are cloud based so you can work on a desktop, a laptop, a tablet, and from your smartphone.  There's an extensive stock library with thousands of images included in the free version and three times as much in the paid version.  There are even photo editing tools built in, but you do get more tools with the paid version. There are even templates for everything from social media posts on all the platforms, printed materials including programs for shows, through sending holiday cards at the end of the year, and everything else in between. The paid version also has a feature called the Brand Kit to store the brand decisions you make on your colors, fonts, logos, product photos, create templates for newsletters or event announcements, and more.Additional tools to create stock images if you have a catalog of production items e.g. you scan a painting to have it printed on shirts, bags, pillows, etc.  plus more!  



Canva Creation and Template Selection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This isn't even everything because there's over one million templates built in, but seriously ...Presentations (like this one)Business cardsInvitations which you can use for openings, artist meet and greets, if you teach, and whatever else you come up with to advertise your workPosters and flyers if you do any of the art shows like Bellefonte Arts or BrandywineSocial media templates for anything you could need



Canva Stock Library

• Shapes

• Graphics

• Photos

• Videos

• Tables

• Charts

• Stickers

• Frames

• Grids

• AI image generator

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The stock library has shapes, graphics, photos, videos, tables, charts, stickers, frames, grids for photo collages, and an AI image generator if you can't find what you're looking for in their over 10 million available stock images.



Canva Photo and Video Editing Tools
• Magic Studio

⚬ Background  Re m ove r

⚬ Magic  Erase r

⚬ Magic  Exp and

⚬ Magic  Ed it s

⚬ Magic  Grab

⚬ Grab  Te xt

• Filt e rs

• Effe c t s  t o  ad d  Shad ow, fix focus , o r b lur

• Vid e o  t rim m ing

• Vid e o  filt e rs

• and  m ore !

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The photo and video editing tools might come in second place to my love for the brand kit.These tools includes the background remover to take out backgrounds from photos and videos, the magic eraser to get rid of all the other weird things or people in the image, magic expand for when you need just a little bit more background, magic edit when you need to swap out an element of the image, magic grab for duplicating elements in the photo, or grab text to pull letters or words out of the image plus filters and effects that let you add shadows, fix the focus, or add blur.  Plus video trimming for when someone rambles too much at the beginning or end



Canva Brand Kit

• Keep your logos all in one place

• Lock in your colors and fonts

• Have a consistent voiceover for video for web 

accessibility

• Store frequently used photos, graphics, and icons 

like emojis 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Canva Brand Kit might literally be my absolute favorite feature.  It will absolutely change the way you create images and keep you on track to stay consistent.You can keep all version of your logo whether that's vertical, horizontal, circular, square, trapezoid, hexagonal, etc. all in one place.  You can lock in your colors and your font choices and never worry about accidently selecting the wrong one.If you are doing videos and need to have voiceover for accessibility, you can pick an AI voice and lock that in so that you always use the same one or two or three. If you consistently use the same photos or graphics or even icons like emojis in your images you can store all of those here too for easy access wherever you need to create from.



Canva Social Media Scheduling
• Post to Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and/or LinkedIn

• Plan and schedule content in advance

• Publish directly from Canva 

• Track impressions, clicks, likes, and comments with 

social media performance analytics 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Social media scheduling for your artist profiles will change your life. Canva lets you create and then publish to Facebook, instagram, tiktok, and/or LinkedIn with ease.  You can plan out what and when to post and then create and schedule everything in advance as more a set it and forget it for a week, two weeks, a month, whatever you choose!You publish directly from Canva which means if you need to update something after you've scheduled, you just edit it and let it go (not like Elsa but close).Even better is you can literally watch the performance of the designs you create so you can see impressions or how many supposed eyeballs saw your post, how many clicks, likes, and comments each post had.  That means you can adjust your plan or timing based on when you get that feedback to stretch your viewership even further.



Canva Design School

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We only have an hour so we obviously aren't going to cover everything, but that doesn't mean you'll be in the lurch to completely figure it out on your own either!  Canva has an extensive library of at your own pace courses and tutorials on design pieces and how to use Canva. 



Canva Other Features
• Logo Maker

• Website Landing Page Designer

• Resizing options

• Translation options

• File type switch e.g. presentation to document or blog post

• Apps that help make mockups, 3D avatars, typographical editors, 

replicate patterns, and more

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Canva has a lot more that again we only have an hour but that if you are just branching out to the interwebs that might be helpful.



One Quick Point About Accessibility on the 
Internet
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) exist and defines how to 

make Web content more accessible to people with disabilities. 

⚬ Color vis ion  s im ula t o r

⚬ h t t p s :/ /acce ss ib le we b .com /co lo r-con t ras t -che cke r/

⚬ Canva  has  a  cap t ion ing wit h in  t he ir MurfAI ap p

⚬ Im age  d e scrip t ions  a re  ad d it iona l t e xt  t o  h igh ligh t  what  in  t he  

im age  is  im p ort an t

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accessibility involves a wide range of disabilities, including visual, auditory, physical, speech, cognitive, language, learning, and neurological disabilities.  WCAG sounds way more complicated than you think. It's boils down to picking colors that have a high contrast with each other in case of color blindness, making sure voiceover also has captioning, and ensuring that you have image descriptions in simple language for any photos or designs that you post.  



Que s tions  a bout 
a nything  cove re d?

Seriously, ask away, it’s why I’m here ;)

If you come up with questions later, 
email me: jamie@jesterartspace.org
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